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EXCISION .AND COF:::BRA'l'IOJIJS 

by Per Holm 

An ~cision ma~ is an inclusior. of pairs of spaces (X,A) d' (Y ,B) such 

that X~A = Y-B. As is well known, an excision map needs not induce iso~ 

morphisms in homolgy unless fairly strict conditions (depending on the 

h<::>raology theory) are placed on the pairs, Even less it is true that general 

relative homeomorphisms f: (X.A) + (X' ~A') give r:1se to isomorphisms. The 

purpose of this note is to prove the follo1.ring. 

!,heorem 1. /my map f: (X,A) + (X' ,A') bctv;een closed cofibcred pairs 

_!ha;t in.£1uce an isomorphi§.m. ('!'/A).,.: H,(X/A) ~ H,(X'/A') inducu.n. 

J.E..omorJ211i_sn;. f.: n. (X~A) ~H. (X' ,A') and conversely. 

Let f: (X,A) .. ,.. (X' ,P.') be a local homeomorphisr.i .E~..!!f££-B. 

closed cofi~red pa~hich mal's nei.s.h]?.Qurhoods of A to neis.hboul::hf~ 

of A' (~. f m~~be closed). Then f induces an isomorph~sm_ 

f.,; H. (X,A) ~H. (X' ,A'_}:_j~re H, stands for an arbitl:ary generalized homoloizy 

theory, not necessarily satisfyinr: the dimension axiom, defined on a suitable 

category of topological spaces and tmps. For conven.J.ence, though, we assume 

in the proof that H. is actually defined on the catAgory of all topological 

spaces and (continuous\ maps. The m~gumcnt e.lso works fa~~ cohomology. We are 

po..rticule..rly interested in the C3.Se where H. is the singular homology 

functor and f is a relati Ye homeonorphisn {as in the corollary) e One might 

be t::mpted to conjecture that in this case (f/A). is always an isomor-phil;)l'!J.o 

There are simple counterexamples, however 1 to disprove the conjecture. WEl 

return briefly to this question in the enrl of the papere 

In this paper a cofibere:·d pair (X,A) is a p.aJ.r of spaces having the 

absolute homotopy extension proj)erty with respect to mr~l spo.ceo Thus given 

a homotopy G: Axi + Z and a rc.ap h: 2!:-+ Z such th:1t G(x,O) =' h{x) for 

x t A~ there is a homotopy H: xxi + Z S<.lGh that H(x;~O) = h(x) for x t X 

which is an extension of G. 



- 2 E:J 

Clearly a closed. pair (:X 1A) :~.s cofibered if and only if every mar· 

(XxO) u (Axi) +Z ha;; an extension to X.XI. 0of'ibered pa.irs (X,A) ar.e 

usually closed, For instance if X is Ibu.sdorff, this is automatically 

true. (I1'or this and other intercstir..g point-set topological properties 

of •.:!of:i b~~ations • see ( 3) ) • 

If (X 11 A) is a closed cofibered pair, then (X/A1't;) is a closed 

cofibered pair (where * is the collapBed subset A), and the colltJ.psing 
. . 

:ne.p k: (X~A) + (X/A~*) is a relative homeomorphism. This follows from 

the comrQutativity of the diagram 

xxr 
k X id 

+ X/A X I 

'D 

(XxO) u (Axi) + (X/AxO) u ( xi) 

and the fact thct (because I is compact) k x id ~s an identification 

map. Therefore a ma.p f~ (X,A) + (X' ,A') between closed cofibered pairs 

splits up into a commutative rectangle 

f 
(X$A) + (X',A') 

k-1- +k' 
,..J 

f 
(X/A~¥.•) _.,. 

(:X:'/A',*) 

of closed cofibered pa~rs and maps$ Clec.rly the theorem lollows if we 

show that collapsinss al\;ays induc<J isomorphisms in 

hom.ology 11 H.(X~A)~H.(X/1~,-(<). ConVGi·s~:·J:;r this is a -t;riv~.al consequence 

of the theorem itself. 

The fo~lmving property of closed cofi.bered pairs is actually ch3.-

ro.cter:i.stic, but -vre don't need that (cfo(l) p.lll, a,nd (2) exc.l.E.6), 

I:@~-l-"- b.d. ( x ,A) .£;;;.=~~..£±2..~~:';J..s--2J::i,?:11i:,~~ix~~~·!l]~:rf:_,~_~_.§.. f:~~~ :i.:~~ 

4': X + I .IDJ.£11~ .:t~i A "" <P-1 (1) §ill.9.~ti •. ~lQ...f.P~:).~J,s~tiqn, D~ J!XI ->- :r .rs~#.t~~Y.f~ 



The identity map on (Xxo) l,; (Ax I) extends to a retraction 

r: Xxi + (Xxo)u (Axi). 

<jl (X) 
n 

Let ¢ ~ 1 : X ->- I 
n n 

= n inf(~~(x)~l/n) 

be the f1,1.ncti ons ¢ 1 ( x) ~ 
n 

for n = 1,2~··· Then 

~ ma~s X into the unit interval and takes the val~e 1 on A for ~·n r 

aU n. Moreover, if x E-X-A, then pr1 (r(xtO)) '-X-A and by continuity 

pr1 (r(xtl/n)) e: Y.-l\. for n suf;f'iciently large. Therefore eventually 

r(x,l/n) E. XxO and <Pn (x) = ¢1~ (x) = o. It follows tha~ the function 

00 

I ¢11/2ll: X + I takes the value l exactly on A and so does the 
n=l 

00 

function ~ = inf( q, 1 , L cp ./2n). Let D: Xxi -+ X be definGd by D(x,t) = 
n=l 11 

pr 1 (r(x,t)). 'rhen D is a defonnc.tion relative to A, and if ¢(x)> 0 

for some x, so is ¢1.(x) and ¢J. (x) and therefore r(x 1 1) E.Axi, showing 

that D(x,l) EA. 

Given a pair a £_ei~hbo~~ retraction to B ln 

map a: Y + Y which retracts some neighbourhood of B onto B. 

v 
.L :LS a 

crc: (Y,C) + (YtB) be the map of pairs defined 

by cr. 

n~ighbourhoo1_~etra~tion p: X +X 

A tho:re 

to 

J.E a 

A ix~ x 1-ri tr. :th~. pro~: !:1:r, 

neic;lJ.l)ourhood \;T c V r1 p -l A such 

that the inclusion is homotonic rel!:'.ti ve to A to the 
~~~ .___... ___ ...,... -...·-,.,;.·~.~ 

.~· vJith the note.tio:1s of lemma llet U = ¢-1 (o,~ and :et p ·be 

the map D(•,l)a Given V::t>Ae for each xtA there is a neighbourhood 

H of x, ~n x, contained in V() Ut such that D(\~ xi)c. V, Let \.f -UF · ·- /; ('I 

X X X 

Then w neighbourhood of f. in X ~ontained 
-1 

and ~s a ~n Vnp A 

D(Hxi)c v. Therefore D defines a ho11.otopy rel. Ao 



Remark. Corollary 2 and the proof of lemma 2 are not well aaapted to 

~w the case of an arbitrary generalized homology ae:fined on some ach."'lissiole 

category. The neighbourhoods V can be considered open ancl then EJ, pair 

(X,V) may not be an admissible pair in the category. ~ven so the excJ..Slon 

map (X-A,V-A) <!' (X,V) nay not be an admissible map. Tl1is can be fixed 

in several ways. Perhaps the easiest vmy is to consider the commutative 

diagram 

lAF· PF• 
H. (X,A) -+ H. (X,F) -+ H. (X ,A) 

+k. H~. +k. 

l*F/A" r"LA' .l' -

H.(X/A,*) -+ H.(X/A,F/A)-+ H.(X/A,*) 

where F = <I>-1 (t,l) for some t 2n (0,1). Then F lS a closed 

neighbourhood of A, and if U' = <I>-1 (t/2,1], then (X-U ,F-U) ~ (X~F) 
- a 

is an admissible map in any reasonable category. Since U 1 c. F, it follows 

now from. the excision aciom like in lemma 2 that ~ • J..S an isomorphism. 

Since the composites of the horizontal maps are the identity maps, k. 

is monic on the left and epic on the right, hence an isumorphism. 

This method avoids the limiting process. On the other hand it does not 

give the extra information of corollary 2. 



Finally, consider the case where H. is the singular homoloGY fuP~tm.· 

(any coefficients) and f: (X,A) -t>(:X:' ~A') is an arbitrary rels.tive 

homeomorphism. We should like to concl,.ld.e that f.: Ho (X,A) +(H, (X' ,A') 

is an isomorphism. If (X~A) a.nd (xr ~A') are compact pairs, then thiF 

conclusion follows from the corollary of theorem 1. The compactness con-

dition is much too restrictive though. On the other hand~ if (X,A) a.nd 

(X' 1A') are any two closed cofibered pairs, then the conclusion ma:y faiJ.. o 

fV 

Let I be the sum {0} v (I-{0}). Then (I,O) is a closed cofibered pair, 

IV 

and there is a canonical relative homeomorphism (I,O) +(I,o). However, 
"\) 

H0 (I) ~ Z?. GJ Z and H0 (I) ~ ~, An even bett.er counterexample one gE:t s by 

considering the closed. m1i t dislc 1n the plane and the space included which 

is the open unit disk :together with two points on the boundary, Collapsing 

the boundary gives two based spaces (X 11 •), (s2~•) and a relative homeomor

phism i': (X,•)-+ (#.'j•) induced from the inclusion map. Since (i ,*) may 

be considered contained in and a strong deformation retract of (X,•)~ 

i'. is not an isomorphism. Notice that in this example the spaces are both 

connected and locally path connected. 
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